Strap for bindings in agriculture WIMOR
Economic - sustainable - reusable - non-toxic and environmentally friendly
Given that: WIMOR with the strap, you will not have 5-6 years to
restore ties the hands of the "trunk or trunk" because it was
designed with a slide lock that fits to plant growth.
Recall in fact, that the ties traditional if not redone every year, for
the natural plant growth choke the "trunk".
The "head to good use, our strap you can reuse it for many years.
For further information, visit www.wimor.it

You start the binding, with the snares put in a handy (perhaps
derived from a water tank 5 liters as in photo), or using the
special bags WIMOR.
For each ligation, the time spent with a little practice, is about 4-5
seconds.
To correctly apply the strap WIMOR, you pull and stretch the
green tube so that thin, this, then facilitates the flow of the yellow
stop closing.
If you use the tube coils, to cut the piece to the node and perhaps
put his hand to the tangled skein, there are at least 15 seconds-20
and do not forget that this operation you have to redo every year.
This explains the savings mentioned.

The "trunk or stem" rooted, they may increase in years straight,
should be made 3 snares, the "head to good use" potato to a
facility "Guiot 1, or 2 best snares in the future you can reuse for
new bindings.
To tie the cuttings is head of fruit "on a new plant Guiot, snares
are used by 10 cm.
With the strap WIMOR before and during harvest can be used
sfrondatrici modern machines and harvesters.
Even in case of disastrous storms with strong winds, with its
elasticity not be injurious to the plant.

And here is the result after 5 years:
to have adopted the strap WIMOR you will have saved
€ 700-800 only labor per hectare per year worked.
After five years, not only will you have a vineyard yet
perfect, but you have saved per hectare worked only
"manpower" for the sole bindings to "barrels" at least
3,500 euros
.
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